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The OWL series consists of three books, one book for each level of 

learning from Nursery to Kindergarten 2. OWL series books teach 

children the basic literacy skills they need during their pre-school 

years to prepare them for primary school.

This Kindergarten 1 book follows a thematic approach to language 

learning, so that words connected to certain topics are presented 

together. This makes it easier for children to remember the 

vocabulary, and to use it in phrases and short sentences. 

High-frequency vocabulary that is based on children’s everyday 

language use was included to enhance recall and production. 

The aims of the activities are clearly stated in detail at the bottom 

of every page, which follow standard developmental skills for 

pre-school children. An overview of these aims can be found in the 

Table of Contents. 

The emphasis of this book is to move from single letter recognition 

to word recognition. They should be able to sight-read common 3 

and 4 letter words by the end of this book, and try to sound out 

words they don’t know. They should also have developed a core 

vocabulary of around 200 words, and be able to produce phrases 

and short sentences.
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Learning Objectives:
•
•
•

Colour the classroom objects. 

Learning Objectives:

blue

red

pink
green

orangegrey

AT SCHOOL1

Idenfity classroom objects.
Recognise names of colours.
Practise using various colours.
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Learning Objectives:

AT SCHOOL

•

Draw lines to match the names of the classroom objects 
to their pictures. Read the colour words and colour 
the pictures correctly. 

Learning Objectives:

black

green

window

stapler

globe

door

scissors

marker

red brown

yellow
blue

•
•

Identify classroom objects by matching words and pictures.
Recognise names of colours.
Practise using various colours.
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Learning Objectives:

AT SCHOOL

•
•
•

Read the words. Colour the pictures.

a blue bag

a red ruler

a brown table

a purple pencil 
case

Learning Objectives:
Repeat short phrases (said by teacher/parent).
Recognise classroom objects and colours.
Colour objects correctly.
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Learning Objectives:

AT SCHOOL

•
•
•

Draw a line to match the words to the pictures. Colour 
the pictures correctly.

blue locker

purple book case

green diary

brown calendar

orange clock

red shoe rack

Learning Objectives:
Identify classroom objects by matching words and pictures.
Recognise names of colours.
Colour objects correctly.
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Learning Objectives:

AT SCHOOL

•
•
•

Colour the pictures. Write the colour to complete the 
sentences. 

My chair is

.

.

My table is

My bag is

.

Learning Objectives:
Recognise classroom objects.
Complete sentences by writing a colour.
Colour objects according to the completed sentences.
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Learning Objectives:

AT SCHOOL

•
•
•

Trace the words and colour the objects you have in your 
bag.

Learning Objectives:
Identify classroom objects.
Recognise and colour which objects are in his/her bag.
Practise writing formation skills by tracing words.
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Learning Objectives:

AT SCHOOL

•
•

Read and colour the objects correctly.

I have a grey calculator.

I have a green water 
bottle.

I have an orange lunch 
box.

I have a yellow diary.

Learning Objectives:
Recognise classroom objects.
Recognise colour words and colour objects correctly.
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Learning Objectives:

AT SCHOOL

•
•

Draw and colour your classroom.

Trace and write the sentences.

Learning Objectives:
Recognise and draw classroom objects.
Practise writing formation skills by tracing sentences.
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Learning Objectives:

AT SCHOOL

•
•

What do they have?   Circle  the object to complete 
the sentences.

She has a            globe
ruler

He has a            
bag

calculator

She has            crayon
glue

Learning Objectives:
Identify the correct words to complete the sentences.
Practise using sentences with “He/She has...”
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Learning Objectives:

AT SCHOOL

•

 Circle  the correct word.

laptop
computer

table
chair

white board
bookcase

bookcase
ruler

white board
display board

chair
bench

poster
flip chart

Learning Objective:

projector
clock

computer
projector

drawers
cupboard

Identify classroom objects and their names.


